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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE STUDENTS 

• Use a pen to do these activities. Utilitza un bolígraf per fer aquestes 
activitats. 

 
• Use colours and not felt tip pens to colour the pictures. Utilitza colors i 

no retoladors per pintar les imatges si cal. 
 

• Before starting the exercises please read the titles and be sure about 
what you have to do. Abans de començar els exercicis llegeix els 
enunciats i fixa’t bé en el que has de fer. 

 
• Before you write, you should do a draft. Be careful with the mistakes. 

Abans d’escriure caldria fer un esborrany. Vés amb compte amb les faltes. 
 

• Revise your answers.  Repassa les teves respostes. 
 

• Please use good handwriting. Escriu fent bona lletra. 
 

• If you are wrong, you can use the correction pen. Si t’equivoques pots 
utilitzar el llapis corrector. 

 

ORIENTATIONS / GUIDANCE 

 

• Try to distribute all the homework throughout the summer holidays. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

You can find all the information and the listenings at the 
following link: 

http://www.se-pladurgell.cat in the section RECOMANEM   and in the section 

RECURSOS also. 

THE FIRST DAY YOU WILL HAVE TO GIVE THESE 

SUMMER ACTIVITIES TO YOUR  ENGLISH TEACHER. 
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LISTENING 

1.- Click the link below. Listen to the short story and do the exercises.  
 
      http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/en/short-stories/one-moment-around-

the-world 

a) Fill in!  
Write the missing times in the sentences. 

 
Ryan lives in London in the UK. 

It’s  five o’clock in the afternoon. 

 

Bruno lives in Sao Paulo in Brazil. 

It’s 

 
 
Elvira lives Guadalajara in Mexico. 

It’s 

 

Logan lives in Achorage in Alaska in the US. 

It’s 

 

Karima lives in Paris in France. 

It’s 

 

Zeynep lives Doha in Katar. 

It’s 

 

Sanjiv lives Bangalore in India. 

It’s 

 

Mitsuki lives in Osaka in Japan. 

It’s 
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b) Match the person, where they are, and what they are doing. 

 

Ryan is    in the park. He is   having his breakfast. 

 

Bruno is   in the kitchen. He is   reading a comic. 

 

Elvira is   in the park. She is   watching TV.  

 

Logan is   in the living room. He is  having a maths lesson. 

 

Karima is   in bed. She is    playing football. 

 

Zeynep is   in bed. He is    doing her homework 

 

Sanjiv is   at school. She is   playing basketball. 

 

Mitsuki is   in the bathroom. He is  asleep. 

 

Caleb is   on the computer. She is  brushing his teeth. 

  

 

2.- Click the link below. Listen to Andrea and Patrick talking about the school and 
answer the questions.   
http://www.xtec.cat/ceip-santmiquel/escolars/estiu/audio_angles.htm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
1. Andrea has got...     1. Patrick lives in...    

     a. one sister          a. London. 

     b. two brothers.          b. New York. 

     c. no brothers and sisters.         c. Liverpool. 

     d. one brother.          D. Dublin. 

 

2. Andrea watches TV...    2. Patrick has got... 

    a. every day.          a. two sisters.      

    b. at the weekend.          b. one sister. 

    c. at night.           c. one brother. 
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    d. in the afternoon.          d. no sisters. 

 

3. Andrea likes...     3. Patrick... 

    a. playing computer games.       a. loves swimming. 

    b. listening to music.        b. hates swimming 

    c. dancing.          c. hates sport. 

    d. singing songs.         d. can’t swim. 

 

4. Andrea says...     4. Patrick doesn’t like... 

    a. playing computer games is interesting.       a. French. 

    b. playing computer games is bad.        b. Spanish.   

    c. playing computer games is boring.       c. French and Spanish. 

    d. playing computer games is fun.        d. English. 

 

 

3.- Click the link below. Listen to the song “Another day in paradise” by Phil   
Collins, and do the exercises. 
 

   http://www.xtec.cat/ceip-santmiquel/escolars/estiu/audio_angles.htm 

a) Fill in all the gaps with the correct form of the following verbs: 

 

 

She ___________ out to the man on the street 

"Sir, can you help me? 

It's cold and I've nowhere to ____________, 

Is there somewhere you can tell me?" 

He ___________ on, doesn't look back 

He pretends he can't hear her 

(He) Starts to whistle as he ____________ the street 

(He) Seems embarrassed to be there. 

.................................................... 

..................................................... 

 

She ____________ out to the man on the street 

He can see she's been ______________ 

She's got blisters on the soles of her feet 

(She) Can't walk but she ________________ 

Oh think twice... 

 

Sleep, cross, try, be, call (2), walk, cry, tell, not fit 
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b) Split up the words to form sentences (Chorus) 

Ohthinktwiceitsanotherdayfor 

Youandmeinparadise  

Ohthinktwiceitsjustanotherdayforyou, 

Youandmeinparadise 

 
4.- Click the link below. Listen to the song “What a wonderful world ” by Louis  
Amstrong, and do the exercises. 
 
http://www.xtec.cat/ceip-santmiquel/escolars/estiu/audio_angles.htm 

a) Complete the gaps with the missing adjectives. 
 

green pretty bright red white wonderful dark blue 

 

I see trees of ......................... , ....................... roses too 

I see them bloom, for me and you 

And I think to myself, what a ..................................... world. 

 

I see skies of .......................... and clouds of ............................ 

The ............................... blessed day, the .............................. night. 

And I think to myself, what a wonderful world. 

 

The colours of the rainbow, so ............................ in the sky. 

Are also on the faces, of people going by. 

I see friends shaking hands, saying how do you do. 

They’re really saying, I love you. 

 

I hear babies crying, I watch them grow. 

They’ll learn much more tan I’ll never know. 

And I think to myself, what a wonderful world. 

Yes I think to myself, what a wonderful world. 
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READING 1 

Read the postcard 

 

Hi Yolanda! 

I’m on holidays in Sydney, Australia. I’m with Mum, Dad and my brother, Tom. The 

weather is hot and sunny. Right now I’m writing to you and having and ice cream. It’s 

delicious! 

Sydney is a beautiful city. It has a famous harbour and you can go on a boat trip. It has 

lots of shops too. Yesterday morning we went to the zoo. There were elephants, koalas 

and kangaroos! 

Tomorrow we’re going to the beach I’m so excited! Mum and Dad want to sit in the sun, 

but I want to go swimming and snorkelling. Tom wants to go sailing and surfing. 

See you soon 

Amy
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Circle the correct answer 

 
 
Circle True or False: 
 
1. Amy is writing to Yolanda  True / False 
 

2. Amy lives in Sidney   True / False 

 

 

 

Complete the sentences. 
 

1. Yesterday, Amy ______________ elephants, kangaroos and koalas in the zoo. 

 

2. Amy’s brother wants _________________ sailing and surfing tomorrow. 

 

 

 

1.Amy is in  

a) England 

b) America 

c) Spain 

d) Australia 

 

 

4.Amy is writing a postcard and 

a) drinking 

b) eating 

c) walking 

d) playing 

 

2.Amy is with her 

a) family 

b) best friend 

c) two sisters 

d) friend, Yolanda 

 

 

5.Yesterday morning, Amy 

a) went shopping 

b) visited a famous buiding 

c) saw some animals at the zoo 

d) went on a boat trip 

 

 

3.The weather is 

a) cold and wet 

b) hot and sunny 

c) cold and windy 

d) hot and stormy 

 

 

6.Amy would like to 

a) walk on the beach 

b) go swimming and snorkelling 

c) sit on the beach 

d) go on a boat 
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WRITING 1 

Write a postcard to a friend. Tell about your holidays: 

. Where are you? 

. What did you visit? 

. What’s the weather like? 

. What are your plans for tomorrow? 
                ... 
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READING 2 

Do a photo puzzle. 

Tim’s little sister, Jenny, cut up three photos from Tim’s photo album. Read and 
match the pieces, write the letters of the pictures next to the number of the 
paragraph. Which piece isn’t from Tim’s album?  

 

1. This is a photo of my birthday visit to the funfair. I’ve got an ice-cream and I’m 

standing next to my Dad. We’re watching Sue and Liz. They’re throwing balls in a basket. 

2. This is a photo of a school picnic. I’m laughing and eating sandwiches with my friends. 

Some boys and girls in the photo are playing football. 

3. This is a photo of my cousin’s party. My brother and I are standing near the table. My 

brother is feeding our dog. My cousin and her friends are dancing. They’re talking and 

laughing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1   2     3 
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WRITING 2 

Stick a photo of you and your family or friends on holidays. Write a paragraph 
describing what you are doing. You can start like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is a photo of ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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READING 3 

Read the email and answer the questions.  

Hi! My name’s Callum. I’m nine and I live in Liverpool, a big city in England, with my sister 

Megan and my mum and dad. 

Liverpool is a beautiful city. It has a famous river called the Mersey and interesting 

museums and shops. There is a beach but there aren’t any mountains near Liverpool. 

At the weekend I like playing computer games with my friends, and going to restaurants 

with my family. My favourite restaurant is Pizza World. I love pizzas but I don’t like 

hamburgers. 

I can play basketball and football but I can’t play tennis. I don’t like swimming. My 

favourite football team is Everton. What’s your favourite sport? 

Write soon! 

Callum 

 

1. Choose the correct answer. 

1. Callum is … 

a. ten years old. 

b. nine years old. 

c. seven years old. 

d. nineteen years old. 

 

2. Liverpool has… 

   a.  a beach. 

         b.  a mountain. 

   c.  a lake. 

   d.  a pizza restaurant. 

 

3.  Callum… 

a.  doesn’t play computer games. 

b.  plays computer games with his sister. 

c.  goes to restaurants with Megan. 

d.  likes going to restaurants with his mum, dad and sister. 

 

4. Callum… 

a. likes hamburgers. 

b. doesn’t like pizza. 

c. likes pizza. 

d. doesn’t like pizza and hamburgers. 
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5. Callum… 

a. can’t swim. 

b. can play tennis. 

c. can play football. 

d. can’t play basketball. 

 

 

2. Complete the gaps. 
 

Callum ______________  in Liverpool. He ________________ one sister called Megan. 

 

 

 

3. What do you like doing at the weekend? 
 

__________________________________________________________  
 

    __________________________________________________________ 
 

4. The water cycle. Number the pictures. 

a. The wind blows the clouds. 

b. The river takes the weather to the sea. 

c. The water in the sea evaporates and makes clouds. 

d. The rain falls on the land and goes into the river 
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WRITING 3 

Write an e-mail to Callum. Tell about you: 

 . name, age  
 . where do you live 

. family, friends 

. hobbies, likes 
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READING 4 

Read the following text and answer the questions.  

Hello!  My name is Jane Smith.  I am from England   and this is my daily 

routine.  I usually wake up at 6.30 am. Then, I get up and I have a shower 

. I brush  my teeth and  I comb  my hair. Then, I get dressed . 

After that, I have breakfast  at 7:25 am. I always take the bus to go to 

school at 7.50 am. I arrive at school at 8:00 o’clock in the morning. I am never late 

to school. I usually have lunch  with some classmates at 1:00 pm. I always 

finish my classes at 5:15 pm and then I go home. I arrive home at 6.00 pm.  

Sometimes , I read a book and I usually watch TV. I have dinner with 

my parents at 6:30 pm. After dinner, I do my homework and then I watch TV. 

Sometimes ,I read a book. I often  go to bed at 10:00 pm.  I always do 

the same things while I have to go to school. 

Now answer the following questions (circle the correct answer) 

 

1. Jane Smith is  

a) a student. 

b) a mother. 

c) a teacher. 

2. Jane Smith is 

a) telling a story. 

b) giving examples of her life. 

c) describing her daily routine. 
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According to the text, match each sentence with the corresponding hour.  

__ Have breakfast a.  6.30 am 

__Finish classes b. 7.25 am 

__Arrive at school c. 7.50 am 

__Wake up d. 8.00 am 

__Arrive home e. 1.00 pm 

__Have lunch f.    5.15 pm 

__Have dinner g. 4.00 pm 

__Take the bus h. 6.30 pm 

__Go bed i. 10.00 pm 
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WRITING 4 

Write what you do in the morning, in the afternoon and in the evening. 
You can write about your favorite day of the week. 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………… 
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READING 5   

Read this text about a family and answer the questions about it.     

Hi! My name is Anthony. I’m six years old. I’m from Canada, I live in a nice  

house not far from Montreal.  

In the picture you can see my family. I have a sister, parents and grandparents.  

My mother Nicole is a stewardess. She flies to different countries. She likes her 

job. I like her job too. She always brings us some presents and souvenirs.  

My father Edward is a programmer. He is 40. He is a very kind man. We go to the 

park every day. He always plays with us and helps me with everything. 

My sister Jessica is only 5, but she is a nice girl. We go to the kindergarten, but 
we are in different groups. She likes riding her bike and skating in winter. I like 

playing basketball with my friends or my father.  

My grandparents are very old. My granny is 60 and my grandfather is 63. They 
are very active. We live together. We often play table tennis with my granddad. In 
summer we like going to the park for a picnic. We fly a kite and play with our dog. 

We are a friendly family.  

 
 
     
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INSERT THE CORRECT WORD. 

1. Hi! My _________ is Anthony. 

2. This is our friendly __________.  

3.My ___________ Nicole is a 

stewardess. 

4. My _________ Edward is 40. 

5. My ______ Jessica is a nice girl. 

6. My _____________ are old, but 

active.  

TRUE (T) OR FALSE (F)? 

1. They are a family of six. ……….. 

2. Anthony is seven…………… 

3. Anthony’s mother is a teacher……. 

4. Anthony’s father is a programmer…… 

5. They live together in a big house……. 

6. They usually go to the playground…… 

7. Anthony’s sister Jessica is four……. 
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GRAMMAR: 
 

THERE IS / THERE ARE 
 
 Affirmative Negative Interrogative 

Singular There is a doll There isn’t a book Is there a computer? 

Plural There are two 

pictures 

There aren’t any toys Are there any 

pictures? 

    

 

 

Exercise 1: 
Put in the missing words. There are some hints.  

 
 

Three children, some meat, 

Two monkeys, some water, 

12 animals, two bears 

Zebras, bananas, 

green flags, a tall tree, 

elephants. 

 

 

 

1) There are____________________________in the middle. 

2) There are____________________________on the top. 

3) There is_____________________________near the tigers. 

4) There are____________________________near the fish. 

5) There are____________________________on the right. 

6) There are____________________________in the monkey’s hand. 

7) There are____________________________on the roof. 

8) There is_____________________________in the zebras’ place. 

9) There is_____________________________in the giraffes’ place. 

10) There are____________________________opposite the tigers. 

11) There are____________________________in the zoo. 
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Exercise 2: 
Underline the right answer. 

 

 

There is a cat. 

There are cats. 

 

There’s a monkey. 

There are monkeys. 

 

There’s a berry. 

There are some berries. 

 

There’s a flower. 

There are lots of flowers. 

 

There’s a tomato. 

There are tomatoes. 

 

There is a bear. 

There are bears. 

 

There’s a berry. 

There are some berries. 

 

There is a flower. 

There are lots of flowers. 

 
Exercise 3: 
Choose the right answer. 
 

1. Are there penguins in Africa? Yes, there are /No, there aren’t 

2. Is there a desk in your room? Yes, there is /No, there isn’t 

3. Is there a pet in your family?  Yes, there is /No, there isn’t 

4. Are there any girls in your class? Yes, there are /No, there aren’t 

5. Is there a book on the table?  Yes, there is /No, there isn’t 

6. Are there any clouds in the sky? Yes, there are /No, there aren’t 

7. Are there any cars in the street? Yes, there are /No, there aren’t 

8. Are there 12 months in the year? Yes, there are /No, there aren’t 

9. Is there a cinema in our town? Yes, there is /No, there isn’t 
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GRAMMAR: 
 

PAST SIMPLE 
To talk about actions in the past. 

 
Affirmative Negative Interrogative 

I went I didn’t go Did I go...? 

They visited They didn’t visit Did they visit...? 

   

  Yes, they did 

  No, they didn’t 

 

Regular verbs:  Infinitive + ed (to visit -> visited) 

Irregular verbs: (study the list) (to go -> went) 

 

1.- Read the following passage and complete it with the correct form of the verbs 
in the past. 
 

My best friend Lucy is fifteen years old. She likes listening to music, visiting friends and 

playing volleyball. Yesterday, she________________ (visit) her grandmother in the 

afternoon. As it_______________ (rain) the whole afternoon, she 

______________________(not play) volleyball in the garden. Lucy usually watches TV in 

her bedroom, but yesterday, she __________________ (not watch) TV there, 

she________________________(watch) a movie in the living room with her family. 

Lucy’s parents are very kind people. Her mother usually works at home teaching English, 

but yesterday, she_____________________ (work) in an institute near her home. Lucy’s 

father is a doctor and he works in the hospital of the town. Yesterday, he 

___________________ (finish) his work very late and he 

_____________________(arrive) home really tired. When Lucy was a child, she 

______________________ (like) playing the piano and she ____________________ 

(play) with her friends the whole day. 
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2.- Look at the following verbs and make sentences in the past with the 
information from the previous passage. 
 

 Example: Yesterday, Lucy didn’t play volleyball in the garden. 
 

Lucy/Play volleyball in the garden 

 

X 

Lucy’s father/Arrive home tired 

 

√ 

Lucy/Visit her grandmother 

 

√ 

Lucy/Watch TV 

 

X 

Lucy’s mother/Work in an institute 

 

√ 

 
 
3.- Look for six verbs and make sentences in the past. 
 

F W A T C H T V X Q J G Y 

E A G N I T U I C A F E P 

T E A R H J N S W O I A O 

L C O O K I M I A W Q R R 

O A B F Y T E T F G V R X 

L I S T E N T O M U S I C 

N C O K F K I T C N U V L 

A W O R K I Z Y A K J E O 

L M D V G Y U L T A S N C 

E I G H Q E A R R M E A P 
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Watch TV (I) 

 

X 

Work (she) √ 

Visit (they) √ 

Arrive (he) X 

Listen to music (they) X 

 

GRAMMAR: 
PREPOSITIONS OF PLACE 

 

 

 

 

 
1.- Complete with the right preposition: in – on – behind – between – in front of – 
next to – under 
 

a) In picture A the dog is ______________ the chair. 

b) In picture J the dog is _______________ the night table. 
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c) In picture D there is a dog________________the wardrobe. 

d) There is a TV ____________________ the cat and the dog in picture H. 

e) There is a cat____________________the computer in picture C. 

f) The dog is______________________the picture in picture F. 

 

2.-  Which picture is it? 
 

a) The TV is between the cat and the dog. _______ 

b) The cat is under the bed.   _______ 

c) The cat is on the table.   _______ 

d) The cat is in the wardrobe.   _______ 

e) The dog is in front of the picture.  _______ 

f) The dog is behind the wardrobe.  _______ 

g) The dog is on the bed.   _______ 

h) The cat is on the night table.   _______ 

3.- Correct the sentences. 
 

Picture A – The cat is on the chair. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Picture C – The cat is between the computer. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Picture D – The cat is behind the wardrobe and the dog is on the wardrobe. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Picture H – The TV is under the dog and the cat. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Picture J – There is a cat next to the night table. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Picture F – The dog is behind the picture. 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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GRAMMAR: 
PRESENT CONTINUOUS 

 
To talk about something which is happening at the time of speaking. 

 
 Subject           +           Verb to be           +           ing form 

AFFIRMATIVE He Is Speaking 

NEGATIVE He Isn’t Speaking 

INTERROGATIVE Is He Speaking? 

  Ye, he is  

  No, he isn’t  

 

 

1.- Read and match. 
 

1.     2.     3.    

4.  

 

 

5.      6.     7.    

8.  

 

 

  We are eating.    They are swimming. 

 

  She is singing.     It is standing. 

 

  I am laughing.     You are drinking. 

 

  You are crying.    He is cooking. 

 

6 
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2.- Write ‘m, ‘re or ‘s. 
 

  We _______ eating.    They ________ swimming. 

 

  She _______ singing.    It ___________standing. 

 

  I _________ laughing.   You _________ drinking. 

 

  You _______ crying.    He __________ cooking. 

 
 

3.- Write the sentences 
 

 

 

laughing 

 

am 

 

I 

 

I am laughing 

 

 

 

are 

 

you 

 

crying 

 

 

 

 

 

he 

 

cooking 

 

is 

 

 

 

 

 

is 

 

she 

 

singing 
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standing 

 

is 

 

it 

 

 

 

 

 

we 

 

eating 

 

are 

 

 

 

 

 

are 

 

you 

 

drinking 

 

 

 

 

 

swimming 

 

are 

 

they 
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GRAMMAR: 
PRESENT SIMPLE 

 

To talk about actions you usually do. 

 

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE INTERROGATIVE 

You study You don’t study Do you study? 

He works He doesn’t work Does he work? 

She runs She doesn’t run Does she run? 

They eat They don’t eat Do they eat? 

  Yes, they do 

  No, they don’t 

 

 Remember: he / she / it / (verb + s) 

 

1.- Use the present simple affirmative. 
 

1- I ____________ (go) shopping with my brother. 

2- We sometimes ______________ (use) a dictionary in class. 

3- My friends ________________ (study) Italian at their school. 

4- School _________________ (finish) at three o’clock. 

5- You __________________ (live) near me. 

 

2.- Write the sentences in negative. 
 

1- I study French. 

______________________________________________________ 

2- School finishes at two o’clock. 

______________________________________________________ 

3- You copy from other students. 

______________________________________________________ 

4- We think English is easy. 

______________________________________________________ 
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2.- Write the sentences and finish the short answers. 
 

1- Live / at / you / do / school? 

______________________________________________________ 

No, ___________________________________________________ 

2- in / students / do / the canteen / ? / eat 

______________________________________________________ 

Yes, ___________________________________________________ 

3- to school / your brother / on Saturday / ? / does / go 

______________________________________________________ 

No, ___________________________________________________ 

4- live / near / do / your friends / you / ? 

______________________________________________________ 

Yes, ___________________________________________________ 

5- at / school / finish / does / three o’clock / ? 

______________________________________________________ 

No, ___________________________________________________ 
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